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Abstract 
A new presentation for the 4-braid group (called the band-generator presentation) is introduced. 
The word problem, the conjugacy problem and the shortest word problem for this presentation are 
solved. © 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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I. Introduction 
We develop a new presentation for the 4-braid group /34 and give easy and quick 
algorithms to solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem for B4. Furthermore, 
the (sometimes more interesting) shortest word problem, concerning spanning surfaces 
of closed braids, is solved for the new presentation. Our presentation generalizes Xu's 
cyclic presentation of the 3-braid group B3 [ 11 ] to/34. The motivation for considering this 
presentation is that it is rather easy to solve not onh' the word problem and the conjugacy 
problem, but also the following other important problems in studying links via closed 
braids. The first problem is the shortest word problem: to find the shortest expression in 
the conjugacy class for a given word. Since every minimal surface bounded by a closed 
3-braid can be made into 3 disks with half-twisted bands connecting them [2,5], the 
solution to the shortest word problem determines the genus of knots or links represented 
by a closed 3-braid. The second problem is the conjugacy class representation problem: 
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to represent a conjugacy class by a unique word, up to a certain equivalence. Xu's 
paper [11] contains olutions to both the shortest word problem and the conjugacy class 
representation problem for B3. An ultimate goal of studying links via closed braids is the 
link problem: to decide when two conjugacy classes of braids represent the same link. 
The conjugacy class representation problem helps us to solve the link problem for a braid 
group of a given index. In fact, Birman and Manesco [6] were successful in classifying 
all conjugacy classes with braid index ~< 3 by analyzing the minimal surfaces bounded 
by closed 3-braids and introducing new kinds of moves called flypes. 
Artin's presentation [1] of B4 has the generators 0"1, 0"2, 0-3 and relations 
0"t0" t+10"t  ~ 0" t+10"t0" t+ l~ t = 1,2, 
(1) 
0"sat = 0"to-s, I s -  t i > 1. 
The new presentation of the 4-braid group/34 will be called the band-generatorpresen- 
tation because it uses six bands connecting pairs of 4 disks. The band generators for B4 
are defined for 1 ~< s < t ~< 4 by 
ats = 0- t -10- t -2  • " • 0 -s+10"S0"s - l _ l  " " " 0" -1  0" -1  t -2  t - l~  
which looks like a half-twisted band connecting the sth and tth strand. 
If one wants to generalize band-generators for the n-braid group Bn, it is better to 
keep this double-indexed notation. Since we will deal with only six generators, we will 
use the following notation for simplicity: 
a21 =a l ,  a32 = a2, a43 = a3, 
a41 = a4, a31 = bl, a42 = b2. 
Thus B4 has six band-generators al, a2, a3, a4, bl, b2 and they are written in the standard 
generators as follows: 
a l  z 0-1, a2 ~ 02,  a3 z 0"3, 
a4  = 0"110"210"30"20"1, bl  = 0"110"20"1, b2 = 0"210"30"2 . 
(2) 
These are as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
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By applying Garside's techniques [3,9] together with the modification given by Elrifai 
and Morton [8], we are able to solve the shortest word problem as well as the word 
problem and the conjugacy problem for this presentation. There are some practical ad- 
vantages of using this presentation. A word written in this presentation is usually much 
shorter than in the standard presentation, and the algorithm for getting the canonical form 
of the word is much faster. The algorithm to obtain a word in the "super summit set" of 
the conjugacy class of a word produces a shorter word with every cycling or decycling. 
A word in the "super summit set" is produced in a linear time, while there is no known 
good bound in the other presentation. A word in the "super summit set" is shown to 
have the shortest possible length among all words in the conjugacy class of the word and 
therefore the shortest word problem can be solved in a linear time after the canonical 
form of a word is obtained. 
This presentation, and some of our arguments, can be carried out for the n-braid 
group B,~ as well, and we will deal with this aspect, together with the conjugacy class 
representation problem and the complexity of our algorithms, in our further work. This 
problem was suggested by Joan Birman during her lecture [4] given in Summer 1994 in 
Taejon, South Korea. The authors wish to express their gratitude to her. 
2. Positive words 
From now on, ai's are in modulo 4 indexing and bj 's  are in modulo 2 indexing. So 
ai+la i  = b~ai+l for i = 4 means ala4 = b2al. 
Theorem 2.1 (Band-generator presentation for B4). /34 has a presentat ion with genera-  
tors al, a2, a3, a4, bb b2 and defining relations 
aia i+2 = a i+2ai  
a i+ ja i  = aibi  = biai+l  
fo r i  = 1,2, 
fo r l<~i<~4.  
(3) 
Proof. By replacing the generators of (1) using the relations in (2), B4 has the presen- 
tation with generators al, a2, a3, aa, DI, b2 and with defining relations 
a la  3 ~ a3a l~ a lg2a l  ~ a2a la2 ,  g2a3a2 ~ a3a2a3~ 
a2a la4  = a3a2g l ,  alb l  = a2a l ,  a262 = a3a2.  
Note that: 
(i) since albl  = a2al,  ala2a~ = a2ala2 if and only if a2al = bla2, 
(ii) since a2b2 = a3a2, a2a3a2 = a3a2a3 if and only if a3a2 = b2a3, 
(iii) since a2b2 = a3a2, a2ala4 = a3a2a l  if and only if a la4  = b2al. 
Therefore the defining relations in (4) can be changed to 
ala3 = a3al,  albl = bla2 = a2al~ 
a la4  = b2al ,  a2b2 = b2a3 =- a3a2. 
(4) 
(5) 
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Since the other relations in (3) can be derived from the relations in (5), the proof is 
complete. [] 
A word in positive powers of the generators i called a positive word. Two positive 
words are said to be positively equivalent if one can be transformed into the other by 
a sequence of positive words such that each word of the sequence is obtained from the 
preceding one by a single direct application of a defining relation in (3). For two positive 
words P and Q, write P = Q if they are identical, and write P - Q if they are positively 
equivalent. 
$4 denotes the monoid defined by the generators and relations in Theorem 2.1. Thus 
$4 is the set of positive words modulo positive equivalence. If P - Q is obtained by a 
sequence of t single applications of defining relations in (3), 
P-  Po-+ PI -+ ' " -+ P t -Q ,  
then the whole transformation will be said to be of  chain-length t. 
Theorem 2.2 (Left "cancellation"). Let cP  "- dQ for  some positive words P, Q and 
some generators c,'d. Then P and Q are related as follows: 
(i) i f  c=d,  then P -  Q, 
(ii) i f  c = bl and d = b2, then P - a2a4Z and Q - a laaZ for  some Z E $4, 
(iii) otherwise, there exists a unique pair (a, b) such that ca = db is a relation in (3) 
and P - aZ and Q - bZ for  some 2 E $4. (In this case, there are 14 choices 
for  (c, d) if  the order is ignored.) 
Proof. The theorem for positive words P,  Q of word-length s will be referred to as Ls. 
For s = 0, 1, Ls is obviously true. The proof for general L~ now follows by induction. 
For our induction hypothesis, we assume 
(a) L~ is true for 0 <~ s ~< r for transformations of any chain-length. 
(/3) L~+1 is true for all chain-length ~< t. 
Now let P and Q be positive words of length r+ 1 and cP  - dQ through a transformation 
of chain-length t + 1. Since for t = 0, Lr+l is obviously true, assume t ~> 1. Let 
cP--+ P1 --+ P2-+ ' " - -+  Pt--+ dQ (6) 
be a transformation from cP  to dQ. Choose an intermediate word, say Pk = aR for 
some 1 ~< k ~< t, from (6). Then we have 
cP  - aR - dQ, 
where Lr+t is true for cP - aR and aR - dQ. We will show that Lr+l is also true for 
cP  -- dQ by considering all cases of c, d and a. 
Case e = a or d = a. We may assume that c = a. From the induction hypothesis (/3), 
P - R and then it is easy to see that Lr+l is true for cP  -- dQ. 
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Case c = d. From cP  -- aR  - cQ,  we have 
P-AS ,  R -  BS  for someS,  
Q-AT,  R -  BT  for someT,  
where A and B are positive words of length 0, 1 or 2 uniquely determined from c, a by 
(/3). By (cO, R - BS  - BT  implies S - T. So P m AS - AT  - Q. 
Since we proved L,.+1 for the above two cases, there remain only the cases when c, 
d and a are mutually distinct. Since our defining relations are cyclically symmetric, we 
may assume that (c, d) is one of the following five pairs: 
(b l ,b2) ,  (a l ,b l ) ,  (al,b2), (a , ,a2) ,  (a l ,a3) .  (7) 
Case (c, d) = (bl,  b2). There are 4 possibilities for a: a = al ,  a2, a3, a4. By increasing 
the indices and changing the roles of c and d (if necessary), it suffices to consider only 
the case a = al.  In this case, b iP -  a i r  - b2Q implies 
P - a2S, R - b1S for someS,  
R A= a4T,  Q -- a iT  for some T. 
Since R - bl S - a4T ,  S - -  a4Z and T - a3Z for some Z. Then P - a2S  - a2a4Z 
and Q "- a iT  - a la3Z.  
Now we may assume c = al. Let PI = aR be the first term in the transformation (6). 
Then we may assume that the first application of the relations in (3) changes the letter 
c = al for otherwise c = a so that the situation falls into the first case. So a is one of 
a3, a4, bl. 
Case a = a3. We have P - a3P  ~ for some positive word P~ and 
a lP  - a ,a3P  t - a3a jP  ~ - dQ.  
There are three possibilities for d from (7): d = a2, bl, b2. 
Subcase d = a2. From a3al P~ - a2Q, we have 
a jP  ~ -~ a2S, Q - b2S for some S, 
P '  - b iT ,  S - a iT  for some T. 
Then P - a3P '  - a3b lT  - b l (a4T)  and Q - b2S - b2a jT -  a j (a4T) .  
Subcase d = b,. From a3a lP  I - b ,Q ,  we have 
a lP  ~ - b iS ,  Q - -  a4S  for some S, 
P~ - b iT ,  S - a2T  for some T. 
Then P - a3P '  - a3b lT  - b, (a4T) and Q - a4S  - a4azT  - a l (a4T) .  
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Subcase d = be. From a3aiP ~ -4 b2Q, we have 
a lP  I -4 a2S, Q - a3S for some S, 
P' _4 biT, S _4 a lT  for some T. 
Then P =- a3P' - a3blT _4 a4(a3T) and Q _4 a3S _4 a3alT _4 aj(a3T). 
Case a = a4. We have P =_ a4 P~ for some positive word P~ and 
a lp  ~ = ala4P' _4 a4b2P ~ - dQ. 
There are four possibilities for d from (7): d = a2, a3, bj, b2. 
Subcase d = a2. From a4b2P' _4 a2Q, we have 
b2P' _4 azS, Q _4 a4S for some S, 
p! -4 
Then P - 
Subcase 
beP' _4 a3S, Q _4 
p ,  - 
Then P -= 
Subcase 
a3T, S _4 b2T for some T. 
a4P' _4 a4a3T _4 b, (a4T) and Q - a4S _4 a4b2T - al (a4T). 
d = a3. From a4b2P' _4 a3Q, we have 
b~ S for some S, 
a3T, S _4 a2T, for some T. 
a4P' - a4a3T -4 a3(blT) and Q - b iS -4 bla2T -4 al(blT) .  
d = bl. From a4b2P' -4 bl Q, we have 
b2P' - a3S, Q - aaS for some S, 
P' -4 a3T, S - a2T for some T. 
Then P -~ a4P' - a4a3T - b, (a4T) and Q - a4S - a4a2T - az(a4T). 
Subcase d = b2. From a4b2P' _4 b2Q, we have 
b2P' _4 b2S, Q _4 al S for some S. 
Then P~ - S, so that P ~ a4P' _4 a4S and Q _4 al S. 
Case a = bl. We have P =_ blP '  for some positive word P '  and 
a lp  =- a lb jP '  _4 blazP ~ _4 dQ. 
There are three possibilities for d from (7): d = a2, a3, b2. 
Subcase d = a2. From bl a2 PI _4 a2Q, we have 
a2P' - -  a2S ,  Q - aj S for some S. 
Then P '  -4 S so that P ==_ biP '  _4 b lS and Q - alS.  
Subcase d = a3. From bja2P' _4 a3Q, we have 
a2P' - -  a4S ,  Q -- bl S for some S, 
P' - a4T, co - a2T for some T. 
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Then P =- b ,P '  - b la4T - a3(btT)  and Q-  b lS  - b la2T - a , (b lT ) .  
Subcase d = b2. From b~a2P' - b2Q, we have 
a2P ~ - a2a4S, Q - a~a3S for some S. 
Then P '  - a4S so that P =- b iP '  - b,a4S - a4(a3S) and Q - a la3S - a , (a3S) .  
Now we have considered all possibilities for the pair (c, d). Hence Lr+, is true for 
chain-length t + 1. A further induction (on r) completes the proof of the theorem. [5 
Similarly we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 (Right "cancellation"). Let Pc  - Qd for  some positive words P,  Q and 
some generators c, d. Then P and Q are related as.follows: 
(i) i f  c=d,  then P -  Q, 
(ii) i f  c = bl and d = b2, then P - Zala3 and Q - Za2a4 for  some Z E $4, 
(iii) otherwise, there exists a unique pair (a, b) such that ac = bd is a relation in (3) 
and P - Za  and Q - Zb for  some Z E $4. (In this case, there are 14 choices 
for  (c, d) i f  the order is ignored.) 
Now we define the fundamental  element 5 by a3a2a I . A direct calculation shows that 
~5 can be represented by the following positive words: 
-- a3a:al -- a4a3a2 -- ala4a3 -- a2aja4 -- bla2a4 -- albla4 
-- a3b~a2 - a,a3bl -- b2a~a3 - a2b2a~ - a4b2a3 - aza4b2. 
Furthermore 5 has the following commuting properties with generators: 
ai~ -- aiai+3ai+2ai+l "~ 5ai+l, 
(8) 
So 3 has the properties that 
(i) it begins (and ends) with any generator, and 
(ii) for any positive word P ,  P5  - 6P  r for some positive word U.  
The above properties of ~ ensure that 5 can take the role of the half twist A of Garside's 
argument in [9] to show the following right reversibility. 
Theorem 2.4 (Right reversibility). I f P,  Q are positive words in our band generators, 
then there exist positive words S, T such that SP  - TQ.  
Consequently, left and right "cancellation" and right reversibility give us the following 
embedding theorem [7]. 
Theorem 2.5 (Embedding theorem). The natural map f rom $4 to B4 is injective; i.e., if 
two positive words are equal in B4, then they are positively equivalent. 
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It is interesting to note that there are examples which show that the embedding theorem 
fails if we use only four generators al, a2, a3 and a4. 
First example. 
B4 = (al,a2, a3,a41ala3 -= a3al, a2a4 = a4a2, 
a3a2al = a2ala4 = ala4a3 = a4a3a2). 
In this presentation, a a2al and a2ala2 are not positively equivalent. 
Second example. 
/34 = (al, a2, a3, a4]ala3 = a3al, a2a4 = a4a2, 
a3a2a 1 ~ a2a la  4 = a la4a3  = a4a3a2,  
ai ai+ 1 a~ = ai+ 1 a~ ai+ I ) 
where i denotes modulo 4 indices. In this presentation, a3a2al and ala]a3 are not posi- 
tively equivalent, but they are equal in B4. 
3. Word problem 
We denote the word-length of W by HWll. Let r :B4  --+ B4 be the automorphism 
defined by 7(ai) = ai+l and T(bi) = bi+l. The calculation in (8) shows that ~- is the 
inner automorphism of/34 defined by T(W) = 5-1Wd.  
We will borrow some notations and concepts from [8], but some definitions will be 
modified appropriately. In fact, many claims and proofs in this section are quite similar 
to the corresponding ones in [8]. 
For V, W E/34, we write V ~< W if W = PVQ for some P, Q c $4. Then it is clear 
that 
WES4 if and only if e~<W, 
V~<W if and only if W-1 ~<V-l.  
Proposition 3.1. 
(i) The relation "~<" is a partial order on t34. 
(ii) I fW <~ 5 ~, then 5 s = DW = WT~(D) for  some O c $4. 
(iii) l f  ~ s <~ W,  then W = E5  ~ = c~8~-S(E) for  some E E $4. 
(iv) I f5  r~ <. Wi <~ 5~, fo r i  = 1,2, then 5 r'+r2 <~ W1W 2 ~ 5 s'+s2. 
(V) For all W E t34, d r <. W <. 5 ~ for  some integers r, s. 
Proof. This proposition can easily be proved by the same methods used in [8]. We give 
sketchy proofs. Part (i) is clear. 
For (ii), let 5 s = PWQ for some P, Q E $4. Then ~s = T-S(Q)pW = WQ' / (P ) .  
So take D = T-S(Q)P .  
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For (iii), let W = PaSQ for some P,Q E $4, Then W = P'r-S(Q)5 ~ = 5~r~(P)Q. 
So take E = Pr-S(Q). 
For (iv), let WI = P,5 ~' , W2 = 5":P2, 5 ~ = QLW1 and a '~2 = W2Q2 for some 
Pi, Qi c Sa. Then 
WIW" 2 = plar"5r2p 2 = r la r '+reP  2 • 5 r'+r2 and 
(~s,+s: = Q1W1W2Q2 > W1W2.  
For (v), write W as a word in {a~',bf '}  and then use (iv) and the fact that e <~ 
ai, bj ~< 5and 5 -J <~ a~-l,b~ j <~ e. 
The set {W C B4 I 5~ ~< W ~< 5 ~} is denotedby [r,s]. For W E /34, let in fW = 
max{r ~ Z J 5" ~< W} and supW = min{s ~ Z I W ~< 5~}. Then g(W) = sup(W) - 
inf(W) is called the canonical ength of W. 
We are looking for a factorization of positive words into positive factors. For P >t e, 
we define the starting set S(P) and the finishing set F(P)  as follows: 
S(P) = {c I P = cP' ,  P '  >/e and c is a generator}, 
F(P) = {c I P = P'c,  P '  > e and c is a generator}. 
For A ~ [0, 1], we define the right complementary set R(A) and the left complementao' 
set L(A) as follows: 
R(A) = {c I Ac <<. 5, c is a generator}, 
L(A) = {c I cA <<. 5, c is a generator}. 
A factorization 
P=AP '  (respectively, P=P 'A) ,  AC[O,I], P '~>e,  
is called a left-weighted (respectively, right-weighted) factorization if R( A ) N S( P') = 0 
(respectively, F(P') N L(A) = 0). 
Lemma 3.2. If A E [0, 1], then A is one of the following types: 
e, ai, bi, ai+lai,  aiai+2, ~. 
Proof. First we note that 
S(ai) --- {ai}, S(bi) = {bi}, 
S(a~+lai) = {ai, ai+l, bi}, 
(9) 
S(aiai+2) = {a~, ai+2}, 
S(5) = {al,a2, a3,a4, bl, b2}. 
If IIAII = 1, A = ai, or b~ for some i. If IIAH = 3, then A = 5 because A ~< 5 and 
11511 = 3. So the lemma is obvious if llAII = 1 or  3. 
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Now assume [IAI[ = 2. Let ai E S(A). Then A =a ic  and ~5 = Ad for some generators 
c, d so that aicd : 5 = aiai+3ai+2 and cd : ai+3ai+ 2. So e C S(ai+3ai+2) = 
{ai+3, ai+2, bi+2}. Thus A is one of aiai+3, aiai+2 and aibi+ 2 = a i+ la i .  
Let bi E S(A). Then A = bic and 6 = Ad for some generators c, d so that bicd= 
5 = biai+lai+3 and cd = ai+lai+3. Note that c E S(ai+lai+3) = {ai+l, ai+3}. Thus A 
is one of biai+l = a i+la i  and biai+3 = ai+3ai+2. [] 
There are only 14 words in [0, 1], and their word-lengths are at most 3. In Garside ar- 
gument and its enhancement [9,8], one must consider all subwords of A = al a2aj a3a2al. 
There are 24 such words, and their word-lengths are considerably longer. This is one of 
reasons that our presentation has the potential of producing a more efficient algorithm 
for the word problem and the conjugacy problem. 
Corollary 3.3. For A, B E [0, 1], 
(i) if S(A) = S(B), then A = B, and 
(ii) i fS (A)  C S(B), then AA' = B for some A' E [0, 1]. 
Proposition 3.4. For any P >1 e, there is a unique A C [0, 1] such that P = AP '  for 
some P' >~ e and S(P)  = S(A). 
Proof. Since the uniqueness i immediate from Corollary 3.3(i), only the existence needs 
proof. From Theorem 2.2, we know that: 
(i) if {bl,b2} C S(P),  then P - 6Z for some Z ~> e and S(P)  = S(c~) = 
{al, a2, a3, a4, hi, b2}; 
(ii) if {ai, ai+2} C S(P),  then P = aiai+eZ for some Z ~> e; 
(iii) if two of ai, ai+l, b~ are contained in S(P),  then P = ai+laiZ for some Z ~> e 
and {ai, ai+l, hi} C S(P). 
By (i) and (iii), we have 
(iv) if three of {al,aa, a3,a4} are contained in S(P),  then P = 5Z for some Z/> e 
and S(P)  = S(5). 
Let us denote the number of elements of a set S by [SI. If ~ ~< P or IS(P)[ = 1, then 
the lemma is obvious. So we assume that IS(P)I > 1 and S(P)  ¢ S(5). Then by (i) 
and (iv), S(P)  contains at most one element of {bl, b2} and at most two elements of 
{al,a2, a3,a4} so that 2 ~ IS(P)[ ~< 3. 
If S(P)  contains an element of {at, a2, a3, a4} and an element of {bt, b2}, we may 
assume that {ai, bi} C S(P)  or {ai+t, bi} C S(P).  Then by (iii) and our assumption 
that [S(P)I ~ 3, S(P)  -- {ai, ai+t,bi} and P : (ai+lai)Z for some Z/> e. 
If S(P)  contains no element of {bt,b2}, then it consists of two elements of 
{al, a2, a3, a4}. By (ii) and (iii), S(P)  = {ai, ai+2} and P = (aiai+2)Z for some 
Z >~ e. [] 
Corollary 3.5. For any P >~ e, if S(A) C S(P)  for some A E [0, 1], then P = AP', 
for some P' >/e. 
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Proposition 3.6. For any P >~ e, let P = AP  ~ be a decomposition with A E [0, 1] and 
Pt >~ e. Then the followings are equivalent: 
(i) P = AP'  is left-weighted, i.e., R(A) N S(P' )  ~ O. 
(ii) S(P) = S(A). 
(iii) If QP  >1 5 fi~r some Q >> e, then QA >~ 5. 
(iv) For any Q >> e, S(QP)  = S(QA). 
(v) I f  P = A1PI is an another decomposition with AI ~ [0, 1] and Pt >~ e, then 
A = A1A'.for some A' E [0, 1]. 
(vi) ]]A]] is maximal among all decompositions P = AP'  for A E [0, 1] and p' >~ e. 
Proof. For (i) ~ (ii), assume S(P)  ~ S(A). Let A' E [0, 1] such that S(A') = S(P).  
Then P = AP'  : A~Q for some Q/> e. Since S(A) c S(A'),  A' = AA" for some 
A" ~> e by Corollary 3.3(ii) so that P '  = A"Q. Then R(A) N S(P' )  D S(A")  ¢ O. 
The implication (ii) ~ (iii) is proved by an induction on ]IQ]]. The result is obvious 
for Q = e. Assume ]IQ]] >1 1. Let Q = Qjc for some Qt >~ e and a generator c. Put 
PI = cP. Then QP = Q1PJ >~ 5. Let At P2 be the left-weighted factorization of PI, Since 
c C S(P,)  = S(A,) ,  A, = cA2 for some A2 e I0, 1]. Then QA2 (= Q,cA2 = Q,A~) >>. 5 
by the induction hypothesis. Since cP (= P1 = AtP2) = cAzP2, P = AzP2 and 
S(A2) C S(P).  Then by (iX), S(A2) c S(A), and so A = A2A3 for some A3 E [0, 11 by 
Corollary 3.5. Then QA >~ QA2 >1 5. 
For (iii) =~ (iv) it suffices to show that S(QP)  c S(QA), because the other inclusion 
is obvious. Let QP = BR be the decomposition of QP obtained by applying Proposi- 
tion 3.4. Using Corollary 3.3(ii), we choose B E [0, 1] such that BB = 5. Then since 
5 <~ (BQ)P,  5 <~ BQA by (iii). Thus BQA = 5D = BBD for some D /> e. Thus 
QA = BD by Theorem 2.2, and so S(QP)  (= S(B)) c S(QA). 
The implication (iv) => (v) is immediate from Corollary 3.3(ii) since S(AI) c S(P)  = 
S(A). 
(v) ~ (vi) is clear. 
For (vi) ~ (i), assume e C R(A) A S(P')  for some generator e. Then Ac C [0, 1] and 
P -- (Ac)P"  where P '  = cP". It contradicts to the maximality of ]]A H. [] 
Remark.  The previous discussion about starting sets and right complementary sets can 
be carried out for finishing sets and left complementary sets, and we can obtain the 
corresponding right-weighted versions of the above results. The following right-weighted 
version of a part of Proposition 3.6 will be used later, so we state it here as a lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. /.f P = P 'A  is right-weighted and PQ >~ 5 for some Q >~ e, then AQ ~ 5. 
For any P /> e, by iterating the left-weighted ecomposition as 
p = ApI,  pI = XP" , . . .  
we get a factorization 
P = cVAj A2 .. • Ak, (10) 
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where e < Ai < 5 and R(Ai)NS(Ai+I ) = 0. This is obviously unique by Proposition 3.4 
since S(A iA i+I . . .  Ak) = S(Ai) for 1 ~< i ~< k. Such a factorization in (10) will be 
called the left-canonical form of P. Moreover, for any W E/34, the factorization 
W = 5~AjA2- . .Ak  (11) 
will be called the left-canonical form of W if e < Ai < 5 and R(Ai)  A S(Ai+l) = O. 
Similarly we can define the notion of right-canonical form as follows: a factorization 
W = Al . . .  Ak5 ~ is the right-canonical form of W E /34 if e < Ai < 5 and F(Ai)  A 
L(Ai+I) = O. 
For A E [0, 1], the right-complement of A is the word A* E [0, 1] such that AA* = 5. 
Note that (A*)* --- 7(A). 
Lemma 3,8. If W = 5~AIA2 .. .Ak is the left-canonical form of W c B4, then the 
left-canonical form of W -1 is given by 
5-(~+k)T -(T+k) (A~¢)... 7 - ( '+ 1) (A~). 
Proofi Since AiA* = 5, A~ 1 = A~5 1. Thus 
W-1 = A~I . . . A?15 -~ = (A'kS-I) . . .  (A~5-1)5 -~ 
= 5-(T+k)~ --(~+k) (A~) ' " '  T-(r+I)(A~). (12) 
It is easy to show that the following identities hold for A E [0, 1]: 
S(T(A)) = -r(S(A)), 
S(A*) = R(A), 
Since 
R(v(A)) = v(R(A)),  
R(A*) = S(T(A)). 
R(T-(~+i+I)(A~+, )) n S(T-(~+i)(A*)) = T-("+i)'r-lR(A*+,) A T-(r+i)S(A *) 
= T-(r+i)S(Ai+l) A ~'-(r+i)R(Ai) 
= "r -(~+0 (S(A~+,) ~ R(A~)) = 0, 
(12) is the left-canonical form of W -1. [] 
As a summary of the above discussion, we have the following theorem that solves the 
word problem for the band-generator p esentation for/34. 
Theorem 3.9. Any 4-braid W can be expressed uniquely as a left-canonical form 
W = 5~A1A2.. .Ak. 
Moreover, in this case i n fW = r, supW = r + k and ~(W) = k. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the left-canonical form have already been 
discussed. It is clear that in fW = r. By Lemma 3.8 in fW -1 = - ( r  + k). Since 
supW=- in fW- l ,  supW=r+k.  Thusg(W)=k.  [] 
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For future use, we now prove the following lemma which is an easy corollary of 
Proposition 3.6(iii). 
Lemma 3.10. Let W = UAI  . . .  Ak be the left-canonical form of  W.  Then for  any 
word V, 
(i) / f in f (VW) > infV + infW, then inf(V6rA1) > infV + inf(6~Aj), and 
(ii) i f  sup(WV)  < sup W + sup V, then sup(AkV) ~< sup V. 
Proof. For (i), let inf V = s so that V = &*P for some P ~> e. Then 
VW = 5sP~"Al . . .  Ak = 5s+r'r"(P)Al ""  Ak.  
Since inf(VW) > infV + in fW = r + s, ~ ' (P )A1 . ' .  Ak ~> 6. By Proposition 3.6(iii), 
~'~(P)A1 >t 6. Hence 
inf(VUAj ) = i n f (3~PUAl )  = inf(U+~T ~'(P)AI) 
>~ r + s + 1 > r + s = infV + inf(UA1). 
For (ii), note that since sup(WV) < sup W ÷ sup V, 
in f (V - JW -1) > infV -1 + in fW - I .  
By Lemma 3.8, the left-canonical form of W-1 is 
5 (~+k)'r-("+k)(A*k)'"T-(~+l)(A~). 
By (i), 
in f (V - '5  (~+k)T-(r+k)(A~)) > in fV - '  - ( r  + k). 
Thus 
in f (V - 'A• ' )  : in f (V - 'A~6- ' )  = in f (V- 'A~6 -(~+k)) + (r + k - 1) 
= inf(V-15-(~+k)~--(~+k)(A~)) + (r + k - 1) 
> inf V 1 _ 1. 
Thus inf(V-~Ak 1)/> infV -1 and so sup(AkV) <~ supV. [] 
Similarly, we obtain the following corresponding result for right-canonical forms. 
Lemma 3.11. Let W = Ai . . .  AkU be the right-canonical form of  W.  Then for  any 
word V, 
(i) i f i n f (WV)  > in fW -- infV, then inf(Ak6rV) > inf(A#V) + infV, and 
(ii) i f  sup(VW) < sup V ÷ sup W, then sup(VA1) <~ sup V. 
Algorithm for obtaining the left-canonical form. Now we explain how to get the 
left-canonical form. First let P = x lx2 . . ,  xt be a positive word. Decompose P into l 
factors as P : A1A2...  Az by setting As : xi. Then change the decomposition of P by 
the following rules. Let P be expressed as follows at this stage, 
P = 6~A1Aa . . .  Ak,  A~ ~ [0,1]. (13) 
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(W1) If Ai = e for some i, then change the decomposition (13) to 
5~ Al . . .  A i - i  A~+I . . .  Ak. 
(W2) If Ai = 5 for some i, then change the decomposition to
5 ~+] v(AI )~-(A2) • " • T(Ai_I )Ai+I --- Ak. 
(W3) If R(A i )  N S(Ai+l ) ~ O, say c E R(A i )  A S(Ai+I ), then change the decompo- 
sition to 
5r Al , . .  A i - l  A~iA~+ l Ai+ 2 . . . Ak 
where A~ = Ale  and A~+ 1 is the positive word equal to  c - lA i+ l .  
Continuing to apply the above three transformations, we reach the left-canonical form 
of P. If W E /34 is not a positive word, we first eliminate ach of negative xponent 
terms x - j  by replacing it with A5 -1 for some A E [0, l] (in fact A is just the right- 
complement x* of x) of word-length 2 to obtain W = 5-~P for some positive word P. 
Then the above algorithm is applied to P. 
4. The conjugacy problem 
Two links which arise as closures of conjugate braids are obviously isotopic and the 
conjugacy problem plays a pivotal role in the link problem that seeks to determine when 
two braids give isotopic links by closing. So it is of great interest o find an efficient 
algorithm to solve the conjugacy problem for braids. Elrifai and Morton [8] improved 
Garside's olution [9] to the conjugacy problem for the n-braid group Bn. Following 
their method closely, we not only solve the conjugacy problem in the band-generator 
presentation for/34, but also demonstrate hat this presentation is more suitable than the 
standard one in applying the technique of Elrifai and Morton. 
The super summit set of a given braid W is the set of conjugates W t of W with g(W ~) 
minimal among all the conjugates of W. So two braids are conjugate if and only if their 
super summit sets are identical. Thus, in order to determine whether two braids V, W 
are conjugate, we should find the whole super summit set of V and an element of the 
super summit set of W. As a nice feature of the band-generator presentation, we obtain 
a criterion for determining when a word belongs to its super summit set, and so there is 
a quick algorithm to obtain a word in the super summit set of a given word. 
Theorem 4.1 (Convexity theorem). Let V, W ~ cY r be words that are conjugate. Then 
W --- P - IVP for  some P >~ e. Furthermore i fV~W >~ 3r and P :- AP  ~ is the 
left-weighted decomposition, then A-  I VA  >~ ~r. 
Proof. Suppose W = U- IVU and U is not positive. Choose a positive integer j such 
that the word P = 54JU is positive. Then W -- P- ]VP .  
Let V = Qdr and W --- Rd T. Let P = AP t be the left-weighted ecompo- 
sition of P. Since AP 'R5  r (-- PW = VP  = QSrAP  t) -- QT ~(A)7"-~(Pt)5 r, 
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AP 'R  = QT-~(A)~--~(P') .  Let fi~ ~ [0, 1] be the element such that AA = 6. Then 
ftQ~- * (A)-r -"(P ' )  (= AAP 'R  = 6P 'R)  >1 6. By Proposition 3.6(iii), AQ' r - " (A)  >f 6 
so that AQ~--~'(A) = 6D for some D ~> e. Since A i = 6-'_/i, A- IVA (= 
f i - l f tQS"A = 6 16D6" = DN') >~ 6 ~. Hence inf(A 1VA) >~ r. [] 
Corol lary 4.2. Let V ,W C [r,s] be conjugate. Then there is a sequence V = 
~,  VI . . . .  , Vk --= W of braids, all in it, s], such that each element is conjugate to the 
next one by an element of [0, 1]. 
Proof. Take P with W = P-LVP ,  and write P in left-canonical form as P = A1 . . .  A~. 
so that e < Ai ~ 3 and S(A i . . .  Ak) = S(Ai) .  Let V /= A~-IV~_IA~. The result follows 
by an induction on k if we show that Vl ~ Jr, s]. Theorem 4.1 shows VI >~ 6 r. Since 
V- t .W -I >1 5 -'~ and W -I -- P - IV - 'P ,  VI - I  = A~IV-1A I  >~ 6 -'~. Therefore 
Vj ~< 5 '~ and so V IE  [r,s]. [] 
Let W = 3'A~A2 . . .Ak ,  be the left-canonical form of W ~ B4. The cycling of 
W, denoted by c(W),  is given by 6rA2 . . .  Akr -~(A l ) .  Similarly, the decycling of W, 
denoted by d( l¥) ,  is given by 6~Tr(Ak)AI . . .  Ak - l .  Obviously c(W) and d(W)  are 
conjugate to W and if W E [r, s], then c(W) ,  d (W)  E [r, s]. 
Lemma 4.3. e (W- ' )  = 7(d(W) - ' ) .  
Proof. Note that c(~-(W)) = T(c(W))  and d(7-(W)) = "r(d(W)). Let W = 6*'A, . . .  A~ 
be the left-canonical form of W. Then 
d(W)  = 6"'r" (Ak )Aj . . .  Ak - , ,  
T(d(W)  --1) = ~-(6-(r+k)~--(T+~0(A~_,)... T-0"+n(AT)T-(~+I)+~(A~) ) 
= 5-(~+k)v-("+k-l)(A~. 1). . .  7-("+I)(A;)A~.. 
Since the left-canonical form of W I is given by 
w -~ = 6 - ( "+k)~ - ( '+~: ) (A~) . . .~- - ( r+ ' ) (A ; ) ,  
c(W -1) = 6 ("+k)T-("+k-')(A*~:_,)... "r-O'+')(A~)A*k = " r (d (W) - ' ) .  
Hence c (W - t )  = ~-(d(W)- l ) .  [] 
Proposit ion 4.4. Suppose that V is conjugate to W with inf W > inf V. Then repeated 
cyclings will produce ct(V) with infc l(V) > infV, 
Proof. Let W = PVP - j  with P /> e. We use an induction on IIP]]. Then we will show 
that there is Q t> e such that T(W) = Qc(V)Q -I  and I]QI] < HPI] • Then we may have 
two cases: that infc(V)  > infV or that infc(V)  - infV < in fW = inf~-(W). The 
latter case is our induction hypothesis, and therefore more repeated cycling on c(V) will 
produce a word of increased infinum. 
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To show the existence of Q, Let V = 5"Aj • • • Ak, e < Ai < 5 be the left canonical 
form of V and let W = 5~R for R 1> 5. Since WP = PV,  
5~RP = PS"Aj  . . .  Ak = 5"7-~'(P)Aj " "  Ak. 
So 7~'(P)A1 " "Ak  = RP  >~ 5. By Proposition 3.6(iii), 7-"(P)A1 /> 5 and so 
p7--r (A,) ~> 5. Thus there is P~ ~> e such that P'r - r  (A~) = P~5. Let 5 = A iAi for some 
0 < fi-1 < 5. Since P7- ~(Aj) = P'5 = P~7- "(ftl)7--"(Aj), we have P = P~7--"(Aj). 
T(W) :5  'W5=5 ~PVP- '5=5- 'P '7 - - " ( f t , )5"A , . . .Ak7- -~ ' ( f t~- ' )P ' - '5  
:7 - (P ' )7 - - " (5 - '  f t , )UA,  . . .  Ak7- -" (A , '5)7- (P ' )  -1 
= 7-(P')5"A~ I A , . . .  A~ r 7. (A,)7-(P ' ) - I  
= 7-( P')c(V)~-( P ' ) - '  . 
Let Q = 7-(p'). Then HQII : IIP'll = IIPll - IIA111 < IIP[I - Thus the proof of the claim 
is complete. [] 
Since sup W = - inf W-  ~, the following is immediate by using Lemma 4.3. 
Corol lary 4.5. Suppose that V is conjugate to W with sup W < sup V. Then repeated 
decyclings will produce dz(V) with sup dl(V) < sup V. 
Corol lary 4.6, In ever)' conjugacy class, the maximum value of inf and the minimum 
value of sup can be achieved simuhaneously. 
We now know that repeated cyclings followed by repeated ecyclings on a word will 
produce a word in its super summit set. We will show that we can do this very quickly 
in our band-generator presentation of/34. Indeed, we will show that cycling or decycling 
of a word must reduce its canonical length unless it is already in its super summit set. 
Let W = 5~'Aj • •. Ak, k ~> 2, be the left-canonical form of W. Then W is said to be 
rigid if 7-"(Ak)Al is left-weighted. 
Lemma 4.7. If W is rigid, then W itself is contained in the super summit set of W and 
c( I¥) ,  d(W)  are also rigid. 
Proof. Note that by the definition of rigidity, the left-canonical forms of c(W) and d(W)  
are as follows: 
c (W) :UA2. . .AkT-  r(A,) ,  
d (W)  = 5~ 7-*'( Ak )A, . . . Ak-~. 
Thus g(W) = g(c(W)) = g(d(W))  and c(W) ,  d (W)  are also rigid. So arbitrary appli- 
cations of cycling and decycling do not reduce the canonical length. Hence W itself is 
contained in the super summit set of W. [] 
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Theorem 4.8. Let W E B4 with g(W) >~ 3. If f (W)  =- g(e(W)) =- [(d(W)), then W 
itself is contained in the super summit set of W. 
Proof. We say that a word W has the property (-y) if g(W) =/ (c (W))  -- g(d(W)). We 
will prove that for any W, if W has the property (-~) then so does d(W).  Then c(W) 
also has the property (7) by Lemma 4.3, for if W has the property (7) then so does W-  1. 
Thus, arbitrary applications of cycling and decycling do not reduce the canonical length, 
so that W itself is contained in the super summit set. 
Assume that W has the property (7). Let UA1 .. .  Ak be the left-canonical form of 
W. Then 
d(W) = 6""r" ( Ak )A~ ... Ak-~ .
If W is rigid, then we are done. So assume that W is not rigid. Since [(W) = g(d(W)),  
HA1 [] = 2 and l]Ak]] = 1. Let A1 = ab with a E R(T~'(Ak))AS(A,).  Then the first term 
of the left-canonical form of "rr(Ak)Ai . . .  Ak-1 is Tr(Ak)a. So 
cd(W)  - UbA2 . . . Ak- i  Ak'c ~ (a). 
Note that F(bA2) = F(A2). For otherwise, if I]A2]I = 2, then 3 ~< bA2 <~ AIA2 and 
if ]IA21[ l, then bA2 C [0, 1]. Both cases lead to the contradiction that g(d(W)) <~ 
k - I < k = [(W). Hence A2 is the right-most term in the right-canonical form of bA2. 
By Lemma 3.7, if ~ ~< (bA2)(A3... A~,_lAk'c ~(a)), then 
<~ A2...A~:-lAk'c-T~(a) <~ A2. . .AkT  ~'(Ax). 
Then in fc(W)  ~> in fW + l, which is a contradiction. So 
inf ca (w)  = inf d(W).  (14) 
Let A be the last factor in the left-canonical form of bA2...  Ak- l .  Since g(d(W)) 
= g(W), sup(bA2.. .Ak_l)  = k-  I. So Ak-1 = A~A for some e ~< A ~ < 6. If 
supcd(W)  < supW, then by Lemma 3.10, supAAl,:T-~(a) = 1. Thus 
AAkT-T'(a) = 5 <<. Ak-lAk~- ~(A,). 
This contradicts the fact that inf c(W) = inf W. Thus 
sup cd(W) = sup d(W).  (15) 
By (14) and (15), [ (ca(w))  = g(d(W)). 
Now we want to show that [(d2(W)) = g(d(W)). First assume that Ak-i  is the last 
factor of the left-canonical form of d(W).  Then 
d2(W) = ~TT(Ak-,)(T"(Ak)a)bA2 ... Ak 2. (16) 
Note that 7-~(Ak)a is the first factor of the left-canonical form of 
T"(Ak)AI '' "Ak-2. 
If infd2(W) > infd(W),  then 
6 <~ T~(Ak_I)Tr(Ak)a ~ " J (Ak_,Ak)A,  
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by Proposition 3.6(iii) so that in fe(W) > inf W, which is a contradiction. Thus 
inf d 2 (W) • inf W. (17) 
Since sup(bA2 • • - A/c-z) = k - 2 and sup(A2.. .  Ak-2) = k - 3, b is the first factor 
of the right-canonical form of hA2. . .Ak -~.  Thus if supd2(W) < supd(W),  then by 
Lemma 3.11 (ii), 
sup(~J'(Ak_,)Tr(Ak)ab) <~ 2. 
Then sup(Ak_~ A~T-"(A~))  ~< 2 so that sup c(W)  < sup W, which is a contradiction. 
Thus 
sup d 2 (W) = sup d(W).  (18) 
Now assume that Ak-1 is not the last factor of the left-canonical form of d(W) .  Con- 
sider the word algorithm of hA2 • • • Ak -  j. Since bA2. . .  Ak -  I is not left-canonical while 
A2. . .  Ak-1 is left-canonical, bA2 is not left-weighted. Since sup(bAz) = 2, IIAztl = 2 
and the left-canonical form of bA2 is of the form A~c with IIA~ II = 2. By continuing this 
argument, we conclude that the left-canonical form of bA2 • .. Ak -  1 is of the form 
A~. . .A~_ ,x ,  
where IIA~II = 2 for all i and x E F (Ak_ l ) .  Thus we have 
d(W)  = ~"(~(A~:)a)A~2 .. .A~ i x, 
d2(W) = ~" T*" (x) (7" ( gk )a) A~ . . . dR_ , . 
If infd2(W) > infd(W),  then 
<<. T~'(xAk)a <~ TT(Ak_ jAk)A j .  
Since inf c(W)  = inf W, this is a contradiction. Thus 
infd2(W) = infd(W).  (19) 
Note that ]lT~(Ak)all = IIa~211 . . . . .  liAr_ill -- 2. So (T"(Ak)a)A~z.. .A~_I  is 
also in right-canonical form. Thus, if supdZ(W) < supd(W),  then by Lemma 3.11, 
sup (Tr(x)('r~(Ak)a)) = 1 and so 
= T~(x)(T~(Ak)a),  
which contradicts the fact that inf d2(W) = inf d(W) .  Thus 
sup d2(W) = sup d(W) .  (20) 
By (17)-(20), we conclude that g(d2(W)) = g(d(W)) .  Thus we have proved that 
d(W)  also has the property (7). [] 
Remark.  If g(W) = 1, W is clearly in the super summit set. If g(W) = 2, the above 
theorem fails. It is interesting to note that in this case d(W)  = 7-2~c(W), where r = 
inf W so that g(e(W))  = g(W) implies g(d(W))  = g(W).  As an alternative to the above 
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theorem in the case g(W) = 2, one can show that if g(W) = g(e(W)) = g(eZ(w))  = 2, 
then W is contained in the super summit set. 
Now we give some interesting examples that will demonstrate he usefulness of The- 
orem 4.8. 
Example.  Even though {(W) = g(e(W)), i n fW may not be maximal. Let W = 
((Z 1 (Z3)fZ2a 3. Then 
C(~ f )  = a20~3(alC/,3) = t22(alO~3)(z3 = (a2(Zl)a3a3, 
c2(W)  = a3a3(a2al)  = a36 =- (5a4. 
But note that d (W)  = a3(ala3)a2 = (ala3)(a3a2) so that g(d(W)) < g(W). 
Example.  g(W) = g(c(W))  = ~(d(W)) = 2 and g(W) is not minimal. Let W = 
(al a3)a?. Then 
c(VIf) = d(W)  = (/.2((Zla3) = (a2(Zl)(Z 3. 
But note that ca(W) = a3(a2al) = 6 so that {(c2(W)) < e(W). 
Example.  We cannot reach the super summit set by applying only cyclings. Let W = 
62(a2a4)(ala3)2a4al. Then 
c(~V) = (~2(ala3)2a4a 1 ( 2a4) = 62(ala3)2(ala4)ala2, 
c2(ldV) = 62(a la3) (a la4)a la2(a la3)  = 62(a la3)(a la4)(a2al )a2a3,  
(33(l/V) = (~2(a I a4)(a2a 1)a2a3(a la3) = 62(a la4) (a2a l )2a~,  
c4(~/V) = 62(a2a l  )2a~ ((/,36/,2) - -  62(a2a l  )2(a3a2)b~, 
¢5 (W) = 5 2(~:a,)(a3~2)b~(a4a3) = 52(a2a~)((,3o,2)2~2b~ , 
c6(W)  = 62(a30~2)2a2bl (0~4a3) = 62(a3a2)2(a20~4)a~, 
c7 (~/V) 2 2 = 6 (aB~2)(O, aa4)o~3(u10,4) = 62(o~30~2)0220~4)(6~la,3)c~3a,41 
c8(W)  = 62(0.20.4)(0d o~3)a30~4(a104) -- 62(o~204)(.la3)20~4(Zl . 
Thus W = cS(W) and g(W) = 5. But 
d(W) = (~20~3(o~2a4)(odc~3)2a 4 = 62(a30~2)o,4(1210~3)(alO~3)04 
= 62(a3ct2)(o.40)3)(Ctla3)(ala4). 
Thus g(d(W)) < {(W). We also note that d(W) is rigid so that it is contained in the 
super summit set of W. 
To conclude this section, an algorithm for the conjugacy problem of given words V, 
W shall be given as follows: 
Using Theorem 4.8, we obtain words V', W'  belonging to the super summit sets of V, 
W, respectively. To see whether W,  W'  belong to the same super summit set, we first 
check whether inf V'  = inf W'  and g(V') = g(WI). If these all agree, we conjugate V' 
by words in [0, 1] and collect ones with the same infimum and supremum. And then we 
repeat his procedure on each of newly obtained words until either no more new words 
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are obtained or W / is obtained. We know this algorithm stops after finitely many steps, 
because there are only finitely many words of a given infimum and supremum, and so a 
super summit set is finite. 
5. Shortest word problem 
A word is called a shortest word if its word-length is minimal among all its conjugates. 
Since a word in our band-generator presentation gives a spanning surface of the associated 
closed braid, that consists of 4 disks and half-twisted bands connecting them, a shortest 
word among its conjugates gives a surface of minimal genus among all spanning surfaces 
of this type. Some closed 4-braids, like ones obtained from positive words, bound minimal 
genus surfaces of this type, and for those closed 4-braids [10] our solution to the shortest 
word problem determines their genera. It is an interesting problem to characterize closed 
4-braids whose surface of minimal genus has a disk-band decomposition obtained from 
a word in our presentation. 
We introduce the reduction operation, Red, on a decomposed word where the decom- 
position may not be left-canonical. When we discuss the shortest word problem, we need 
to use the notation "="  to denote identical words. 
Given a decomposed word W - 3~W1W2. . .Ws  with ~-J < Wi < ~ and Wi ¢ e, 
we define red(W) as follows: 
(i) if r ~> 0 or all W~ < e, then red(W) =- W; 
(ii) otherwise, choose a word Wk c [0, 1] whose word-length is maximal among all 
Wi C [0, 1] and define 
red(W) - cV +l ~-(W, ) . . .  T(l/Vk_l ) Wk Wk4-1" " Ws, 
where W£ is the word such that W£ = cS-1Wk and so c~ - j  < W£ < e. Define 
Red(W) =- red IrP(W). 
We note that although neither red(W) nor Red(W) is uniquely determined from a 
given decomposition of W, the word-length I[ Red(W)l] is uniquely determined and 
[I Red(W)II <~ IdWII • 
Lemma 5.1. Given any word W, let ~ Aj . . . As be the left-canonical form of W. Then 
II Red( ~z J  '" ' As)ll ~< IIWII- 
Proof. We start from a decomposition of W, say 
W = Wl . . .  Wz, 
where Wi is either a generator or an inverse of a generator. Clearly 
]l Red(W1 ' w )ll ~ IIWII. 
If there is a factor, say Wk, which is an inverse of a generator, change (21) to 
6- '~  --1 (Wl  ) . . . T - '  (Wk- l  )W~W~+~ . . .  W~, 
(21) 
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where W[. is the word such that 1717£ = 8W~¢ and so e < I4~ < 8. Then clearly, 
w,)ll IIRed(W, ""w*)ll 
Continue this process until we get a decomposition 
8rC l  ' ' '  Cvm, , e < Ci < 8. (22) 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the value II Red(')ll does not increase 
for all decompositions that arise during the transformation of (22) into the left-canonical 
decomposition described at the end of Section 3. This is clear for (WI) and (W2). For 
(W3), let Ci~vi_~.l be transformed to C.~C~+ 1 . Since we may assume 1 ~< IIGII, IIG+, II <~ 
2, we have IIC21I >/max{llCill, I[C.i+lll} and I[CiC.i+,ll = IICIC/+~H. Thus 
II Red (8'i'?<<__1) II ~- II Ued(8~CiCi+')ll 
for all n. Hence 
II Red (8~G...  G_,C~C~+,G+2.-. C,,~)l I ,< II Red (SrG .. • C,,~)I 
so that the proof is complete. 
From now on, Red(8~A1 . . .  As) will be simply denoted by Red(W) if UA1 . . .  As 
is the left-canonical decomposition of a word W. The above lemma tells us that the 
shortest expression of the given word W is Red(W). This solves the shortest word 
problem for the band-generator p esentation of B4 in the ordinary sense. The following 
theorem provides a solution to the shortest word problem among conjugates. 
Theorem 5.2 (Shortest word problem). For any given 4-braid B, let W be a word in 
the super summit set orB .  Then Red(W) is a shortest word. 
Proof. We will show that 
(i) if W and W'  are contained in the same super summit set, then 
II Red(W)l] = II Red(W')H, 
(ii) II Red(c(W))ll <~ II ReO(W)[I and [I ReO(d(W))H ~< II Red(W)ll, where W, W', 
c(W) and d(W)  are assumed to be in the left-canonical forms. 
Any word can be transformed to a super summit element by taking its left canonical 
form and then doing repeated cyclings and decyclings. During these transformations, the 
value ]1Red(')ll does not increase by Lemma 5.1 and our claim (ii). Thus the theorem 
follows from (i). 
To show (i), let rti (respectively n~) be the number of factors in the left-canonical form 
of W (respectively W')  of word-length i, for i = l, 2. Since the canonical engths are 
equal, 
' + n~. (23) ~/~1 + r~2 - -  ~ l  . 
Since the inf's and the exponent sums are equal, 
rH + 2rt2 = nil -}- 2n~. (24) 
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= ' Since the value IIRed(')ll is completely By (23) and (24), nl n~ and n2 = n 2. 
determined by the inf and the hi'S, I] Red(W)ll = II Red(W')l]- 
For (ii), we give a proof for II Red(c(W))[I ~< II Red(W)II. The other inequality can be 
proved similarly. Let (~rA i . . .  Ak (respectively, ~A~j .- .  A~) be the left canonical form 
of W (respectively, e(W)).  Then 
II Red(W)]l = ]l Red (5 ~A, . . -  ak)[I  = ]l Red (5"A2 . . .  Ak r -~ (A,))II 
~> II Red (drA; ""AL)/I--II Red (c(w))ll, 
where the inequality holds by Lemma 5.1. Hence I] Red(c(W))ll ~< [I ReO(W)/I. [] 
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